Effects of early herbaceous and woody vegetation control on eastern white pine
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Goals

Advance awareness and understanding

*How* and *when* to target vegetation management efforts to maximize white pine growth and quality…
Questions

- What are the impacts of low-growing “herbaceous” vegetation?
Questions

Does woody vegetation provide any benefits? If so, for how long and at what density?

Does herbaceous vegetation interact with the above?
Questions

Does vegetation management influence conditions that favor pests?
Installations

- Doug Pitt – CWFS
- Bill Parker, Andree Morneault, Wayne Bell, Michael Irvine – OMNR
- Al Stinson – FRP
Ontario white pine shelterwood site
New Brunswick white pine shelterwood site

Len Lanteigne – CWFS
Greg Adams – JD Irving Ltd.
Dave Davies – Forest Protection Ltd.
Design
50% veg. cover / 22% pine cover
84% veg. cover / 5% pine cover
74% veg. cover / 18% pine cover
93% veg. cover / 6% pine cover
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Bar chart showing the change in SVI over different years and levels of herbaceous suppression.
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Operational release (2002)

Year of woody release:
- 2001: 177
- 2003: 180
- 2006: 80
- none: 73
- 2006: 141
- 2001: 162

Years of herbaceous suppression:
- 2001: 0
- 2003: 2
- 2006: 4
- none: 1
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- 9x
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- 50-80%
- >3x
Conclusions

1) Weed control is important
2) Act early – “the longer we delay, the more we pay”
3) Clearcut – herbaceous control
4) Shelterwood – early herbaceous AND woody control
Options for early herbaceous control…

…or spot spraying, through modified application technology.

Directed application w. glyphosate (hexazinone?, imazapyr?)
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